
NEW: The Levo  
Introducing the Levo: The ultimate add-on 
for classy and elegant event tents
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A new level of sophistication: the Levo

Elevate your business with  
Losberger De Boer’s Levo

For decades, Losberger De Boer has been a pioneer in 
the tent industry, delivering innovative and versatile tent 
systems that meet a wide range of needs. The latest addi-
tion to our portfolio, is the Levo. This remarkable system 
is designed to elevate your event tents, taking them to a 
whole new level of sophistication. Whether it’s a wed-
ding, gala, or any exclusive occasion, the Levo ensures an 
unforgettable experience.

The Levo offers more than just a striking roof shape. The 
option of a fully transparent roof make the Levo an ideal 
choice for daytime events or scenic outdoor locations. 
Let guests immerse themselves in nature’s beauty while 
enjoying the comfort of a high-end event building.

Available as add-on or stand-alone event venue

Discover the Levo as an add-on to complement your existing 
Losberger De Boer structures, or as a stand-alone, complete tent 
system. This versatility makes the Levo a compelling choice for 
tent rental companies seeking to enhance their inventory’s value.  
Wedding planners will find the Levo to be the pinnacle of ele-
gance, offering the perfect venue for high-end weddings.

Experience unobstructed space 

The Levo is the only structure of its kind in the market today, that 
doesn’t make use of interior legs. This means that the entire space 
remains unobstructed, allowing for maximum utilization and limit-
less event possibilities. With the Levo, your layout is not restricted 
and you can offer your clients a seamless flow and uninterrupted 
views, which further adds to the open, high-end look and feel of 
this structure.

our new event venue
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Unlock countless configuration options 

	� Rental companies seeking to maximize inventory 
value can't afford to overlook the compelling option 
of Levo. With a small investment, they gain the 
option to transform events like never before.

	� Event venues looking to offer added luxury space for 
product launches, VIP hospitality, and more, find the 
Levo to be the key. 

	� Wedding planners seeking the epitome of elegance 
discover the Levo as the ultimate venue to elevate 
the most special occasions.

Specifications 15,3 20,3 25,5

width (A) 15,08m 20,08m 25,18m

gable division (B1) 5,04m 5,04m 5,09m

gable division (B2) 5,00m 5,00m 5,00m

truss distance (B3) 5,00m 5,00m 5,00m

eave height (C) 3,84m 3,84m 3,86m
ridge height (D) 7,77m 8,58m 9,50m

roof extension 
height

(E) 1,48m 1,48m 1,53m

roof slope 18,00° 18,00° 18,00°

longest component 5,40m 8,45m 8,00m

profile dimension 200x120 200x120 300x120

Wind load acc. to DIN EN 13782

Features
	� no interior legs - unobstructed space for special events
	� horizontal glass wall elements
	� PVC/crystal foil in roof and gable
	� exclusive, unique design
	� available with black coating

The Levo add-on is available for our uniflex and maxiflex 
systems. 

uniflex Levo P3N 20.3/400 maxiflex Levo P1 25.5/400

uniflex Levo P3N 15.3/400
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